
With a population of 1.2 billion, a literacy rate of 65% and growing, an economic growth rate of 6% 
annually, India comes across as a huge market with an ever expanding class of consumers. With facts 
like these in view already, an exclusive opportunity to further explore the printing and publishing media 
industry in this promising BRIC country is of particular significance to professionals outside India.

Therefore, we invite you to join us on this special trip EXCLUSIVE INDIA to the heart of publishing and 
media in India. To get the utmost out of the time spent in India, this trip covers Jaipur Literary Festival, 
GLOBALOCAL 2013 as well as visits and discussions with partners and colleagues in New Delhi and 
Chennai, to discover the innovations in publishing and media in today’s India. The programme ends on 
the eve of the New Delhi World Book Fair, and participants can stay on for further networking. This trip 
also provides an insight into cultural, social and political aspects of the country. 

GLOBALOCAL 2013 has its focus on rights trade and increasing one on one networking opportunities 
between the Indian and international publishing/allied industries. This platform offers an interesting 
mix of targeted matchmakings, rights seminars and roundtable discussions among other avenues to 
facilitate your business. 



DURING THE EXCLUSIVE INDIA TRIP
• Meet a selection of independent publishers and producers of 
educational/children’s/STM content and learn about their 
operating models
• Visit selected Indian companies from the publishing and allied 
industries in New Delhi and Chennai
• Engage in an exclusive and direct interface with the publishers/ 
printers/ distributors/ digital service providers to learn about the 
opportunities in India as well as the challenges 
• Build up on targeted and close interactions to learn in-depth 
about the publishing fraternity and markets in India
• Interact with some of the key players from India and build 
inroads into this fast growing industry 
• Scope out potential business partners/ collaborations directly
• Get a first-hand introduction to India’s globally sought-after 
digital service provider [pre-Media etc.] companies
• Highlight your company with keynote presentations, discuss 
about the latest business models in publishing, participate in 
matchmakings and the networking reception - all at GLOBALOCAL 
2013
• Interact with writers/ journalists/ academics to know more about 
the culture, economy and political situation in India 

THE INDIAN MARKET
Explore one of the world’s most attractive markets in terms of 
growth:
• India is one of the few major markets in the world which is still 
seeing growth in both print and digital publishing 
• A nationwide survey conducted by the National Book Trust of 
India in 2010 revealed that one-fourth of the youth population, a 
staggering figure of 83 million, identify themselves as book 
readers
• The value of the Indian publishing industry in 2012 is estimated at 
USD 2 billion with an overall annual growth rate of around 30% as 
per FICCI estimates
• India has about 19,000 publishers and about 90,000 titles are 
published every year across all genres in about 30 languages and 
frequent bestsellers reprints
• India is the third largest market for English books consumption 
after US and UK markets
• Children’s book segment alone constitutes a 25% share of the 
licensing trade in India
• India has added 69 million Internet users during 2008-2011 and 
now has 121 million Internet users with a population penetration 
rate of 10%, recording a 38% annual growth
• India has 39 million 3G subscriptions as in 2011 with 4% 
penetration rate 
• The e-publishing market is growing at a pace of 35% per annum 
with a total market size of $1.30 million
• In 2012 itself, the online industry is pegged at a growth rate of 47 
percent, to more than US$9.34 billion
• India is becoming a major global hub for outsourcing print and IT 
enabled pre-Media services
• Penguin Books India alone launched 240 titles as e-book editions 
with other publishers, multinational and independent, going the 
same way to increase digitization
• Kindle Store for India was launched in 2012 joining the league of 
already existing e-readers/ tablets from India, e.g. Infibeam’s 
e-reader

PROGRAMME OUTLINE
• The Group of international participants will be welcomed in 

Jaipur on 27 January 2013 with the Jaipur Literary Festival ongoing 

– a literary fest of a global scale

• Participants attend GLOBALOCAL 2013 on 28-29 January and be 

a part of the discussions/ roundtables, matchmakings, rights 

seminars, keynote addresses/ presentations and networking 

reception with their reserved tables

• In the next leg of the Exclusive India trip, this international group 

guided by GBO, will visit app. 16 Indian companies in 2 Indian cities 

[Delhi and Chennai - the publishing hubs] spread over a 4 day 

period 

• With the tour completion on 2nd February, participants are 

welcome to stay on for the New Delhi World Book Fair [starting 4th 

February 2013]

TARGET AUDIENCE 
• Professionals, interested in the publishing/allied industries of 

India and wanting to obtain a better understanding of the current 

trends; publishers (Trade Fiction/ Non-Fiction, Children, STM, 

Education) looking at exchanging rights with Indian publishers

• International publishers/ distributors interested in meeting 

printers/ distributors/ digital service providers from India

PARTICIPATION
If you are interested in registering for the Exclusive India 
trip, please fill in and email/ fax the registration form to us. 
The fee for participation in this is 2,500 Euros, which covers 
the following:
• Accommodation with breakfast, lunch and dinner within 
India between 27 January and 2 February 2012
• Travel [on road, in air] within India between 27 January and 
2 February 2012
• Entry into the literary event of a global scale - Jaipur 
Literary Festival - and the closing ceremony of the same 
[preceding GLOBALOCAL 2013]
• Entry into GLOBALOCAL 2013 held in Jaipur on 28 -29 
January 2013, including entry into the various GLOBALOCAL 
event platforms [roundtable discussions, keynote 
addresses/ presentations, rights seminars, matchmakings] 
and the networking reception
• A table at the GLOBALOCAL venue, and 5 titles in the 
GLOBALOCAL Rights Catalogue
• Travel arrangements for the business visits in Jaipur, 
Delhi and Chennai
• Meetings with an exclusive selection of Indian companies 
from the publishing industry [publishers, distributors, 
printers and service providers]
• Please notice that international flights to Jaipur and from 
Delhi are NOT included in this offer. The starting point for 
this tour is Jaipur and the final stop is New Delhi



PROGRAMME FOR EXCLUSIVE LNDIA

Sunday, 27 January

Monday, 28 January

Tuesday, 29 January:

Wednesday, 30 January

Thursday, 31January

Friday, 1 February

Saturday, 2 February

Sunday, 3 February

Monday, 4 February

Arrive at Jaipur and attend some sessions at the Jaipur Literary Festival (optional)

Day: Participate in GLOBALOCAL 2013
Evening: Attend the closing reception of the Jaipur Literary Festival

Day: Participate in GLOBALOCAL 2013
Evening: GLOBALOCAL networking reception

Day: Breakfast and morning flight to Delhi (1hour approx.)
lndependent's Day: Company visits and interactions with independent publishers across 
genres followed by a trip across prominent independent 
booksellers/ distributors in Delhi 
Lunch Meeting with an author
Evening: Cultural programme
Dinner with literary critics/ columnists

Day: Breakfast meeting at FICCI [Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & 
lndustry] with National Publisher's Association members
The Delhi Perspective: Company visits to major boutique publishing companies followed 
by interactions with major printing companies and traditional/ online book distributors
Lunch with a publishing industry expert
Evening: Roundtable discussion on ‘Foreign companies who have opened offices in lndia 
– their experiences and challenges’
Dinner with writers/ publishers

Day: Chennai – A Literary Hotspot
Breakfast and flight to Chennai [2 hours approx.]
Company visits to publishing houses based in Chennai followed by interactions with book 
retail chains
Lunch with independent publishers
Evening: A roundtable discussion at the Max Mueller Bhavan
Dinner with literary columnists

Day: Chennai – Digital Services Hotspot
Breakfast followed by company visits with interactions at service providers [digital 
included]
Lunch with regional publishers
Evening: Cultural programme
Dinner with Chennai based authors

Day: Breakfast and return flight to Delhi [2 hours approx.]. The official part if the 
programme comes to an end here and participants can choose to stay on their own cost.
Optional: A half-day Delhi tour [area specific monuments/ attractions covered]

The New Delhi World Book Fair begins. While this is not part of the official programme, 
any assistance required for attending will be provided.



Date ________________________________________________

Signature ____________________________________________

Please fill out
the registration form below and

email to srivastava@newdelhi.gbo.org
or fax to +91 11 40201107

latest by 20 December 2012

Website

This registration constitutes your participation in the event with the acceptance of 
all conditions above mentioned. The organisers (German Book Office New 
Delhi/Frankfurt Academy) reserve the right to cancel the event if the minimum 
number of participants is not reached by the closing date for registration. They 
also reserve the right to make changes in the programme.

A brief company profile will be asked for post registration and an eloborate 
schedule will be shared upon successful registration. 

Price per Person (including participation fee for GLOBALOCAL 2013, 
domestic travel in India, accommodation, breakfasts, lunches and 
dinners) - 2500 €
(Price is exclusive of internations flights and VAT)


